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ABSTRACT: The evolution of the law on unfair contractual terms contained in contracts 

concluded with consumers and the change in the function of equity of the contract law of 

consumer, lead to discussions regarding the approach of the notion "consumer". The 

consumer, as well as the competition, contributes to the general regulatory objective of the 

internal market, so that both claim legal provisions to ensure effective protection but also to 

stimulate economic activity, which leads to the realization of a right of consumption of a 

hybrid nature, with more severe implications and sanctions. 

 The present paper aims to outline an analytical framework of the defining ideas of this 

notion, with a special look at the stretch in time, under the auspices of the judicial dialogue 

between our country and the Court of Justice of the European Union. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 

 

The new contractual justice developed on the basis of the preliminary judgments issued 

by the Court of Justice of the European Union regarding the trials related to consumer law 

is based on important messages sent to the member states, revealing the deficient 

application of European Directive 93/13/EEC1, respectively the legislators' omissions to 

make the directive operable in the context of its own civil law and civil procedural law. 

(M.Jozon, 2017) 

Directive 93/13/CEE is an instrument for regulating the internal market of the 

European Union, and, as a consequence, its purpose is aimed at its consolidation, being 

foreign to the assessment of the social consequences of the declaration of the unfair 
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1 Transposed into our legislation through Law no. 193/2000 regarding abusive clauses in contracts concluded 
between professionals and consumers, Republished - M.Of. no. 543 of 03.08.2012. 


